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EQUIPHOTEL 2016
Trends and Business take centre stage!
From 6 to 10 November 2016, EquipHotel was the backdrop
for innovations, trends and business meetings for the
French and international Hospitality sector… with exclusive
and convivial events that united the entire profession !
FOREWORD
“This excellent EH16 edition delivered on all of its promises
thanks to the continued support of all of our partners, the
increasingly extensive offering of our exhibitors and a visitor
audience with purchasing plans. Once again this year,
hospitality and food service professionals flocked to the show
in their masses. In In a globalised era, this edition also
welcomed into the EH management team a new perspective,
that of Boris Provost, whose mission working alongside me will
be the international development and deployment of the EH
brand.”
Corinne Menegaux, Director of Foodservice & Hospitality, Retail,
Healthcare, Communication & Culture Division – Reed
Expositions France

“EquipHotel welcomed 105,511 hospitality and catering professionals
who, during the 5 days of the event, were able to discover the very
best that the market has to offer in the HORECA sector thanks to the
offering of our 1,600 exhibitors. This 2016 edition confirms the status
of EquipHotel as the essential business event, welcoming
professional visitors and more specifically 250 Top Buyers, with
investment plans from all over the world. EquipHotel is the show that
offers a cross-industry and high quality offering in one venue, and this
advantage has increasing appeal to international visitors, who this
year came from 130 countries.
In a challenging economic environment for the whole hotel and restaurant trade, EquipHotel
continues to accompany professionals to cater to their expectations. Our show highlights
featured a condensate of trends, innovation and expertise to offer tangible and businessdeveloping solutions. Finally, despite the ongoing renovations at the exhibition centre which made
the organisation and welcome conditions more complicated this year, the 2016 vintage of the
show turned out to be federating and convivial, with competitions, evening parties and exciting
highlights. We’re looking forward to 2018! ”
Boris Provost, Director of EquipHotel
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EH16 IN FIGURES
/ Uniting the profession
// 1,600 exhibitors including 30% from outside France and 41 countries represented
// 100,000 sqm of exhibition area
// 105,511 professionals including 19% from outside France and 130 countries represented
// 110 Chefs in attendance on Studio des chefs:
with in particular around thirty highly-acknowledged chefs and Meilleurs Ouvriers de France, among
whom: : Thierry Marx, Pierre Caillet, Xavier Pincemin, Alain Le Cossec, Marie Sauce, Bernard Leprince,
Stéphane Buron, Stacy Cez, Ludovick Kientz, Christian Tetedoie, Guy Legay, Christian Millet, Michel Roth,
Philippe Mille, Stéphanie Lequellec,

// More than 2,000 people welcomed at the professional Conventions
 Châteaux & Hôtels Collection: 650 delegates
 Collège Culinaire de France: 550 delegates
 Assises Restau’Co: 400 delegates
// 250 Top Buyers answer the call!
201 international Top Buyers and 49 French Top Buyers – purchasing directors, hotel directors,
architects, designers, importers etc. – came to the show to find solutions for their investment plans
all around the world.
The show in particular welcomed a delegation of investors from Asian markets (Burma,
Thailand, China, etc) accompanied by Servane Rangheard, president of the firm HoPlus
Consulting.
// 17 delegations at EquipHotel:
 11 international delegations (308 people), from Canada, Ivory Coast, Germany,
Luxembourg, Russia, Thailand, Belgium: associations of hotel and restaurant owners,
a hotel and tourism association, hospitality and catering operators and managers,
buyers, hospitality and food service students, etc.
 6 French delegations including Groupe Bertrand, CDRE, Club des Gourmandes
Angelina, etc.
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A concentrate of trends, events and innovations
// 3,000 sqm devoted to STUDIO16
// Nearly 100 competitions, workshop-demos and talks were held throughout EH, covering targeted
topical subjects.
 9 cookery and table service contests in the Studio des Chefs
 25 workshops in LET’S WORK
 19 special events and tasting sessions in the BAR
 15 round tables in Capsule Spa
 18 demonstrations, 6 beginner workshops and the French Flair Bartending Championship on
Studio Flair.

// More than 350 innovations declared > 8 INNOV16 Award winners
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EH16, THE UNFORGETTABLES:
HIGHLIGHTS AND EXCLUSIVES
EquipHotel opened its doors to a new visiting experience featuring special events, visitor trails and
pragmatic insight sessions combining business subjects and trends to offer accurate responses to all
of the hospitality and catering visiting public.
/ STUDIO16: the first-ever ephemeral establishment, built over three floors, an ambitious and
successful project which projected visitors into the heart of the hotel of the future. Each space and
floor exhibited and decoded the major trends in hospitality and catering today.

// LOBBY, by Jean-Philippe Nuel, an aspirational hub for life and experience beyond checking in and out
// OUTDOOR, by Christophe Gautrand & Benjamin Deshoulières, the new green and reinvigorating oasis
in an establishment
// IN THE ROOM, by Elisabeth Leriche, Guillaume Terver & Christophe Delcourt, the modular and versatile
room to cater to a wealth of client profiles
// LET’S WORK, by Julie Gauthron, new working era and area, or how to incorporate the underlying
trend of work on-the-go with neo-seminars
// GLASS GALLERY, by Sylvie Amar, a handpicked selection of glassware around beer, whisky and
cocktails
// RESTO DES CHEFS, VIP AND BAR, by Marc
Hertrich & Nicolas Adnet (Studio MHNA).
Kitchen-side, trios comprising a Michelinstarred chef selected by Châteaux & Hôtels
Collection, a Sommelier and a Dining Room
Director, assisted by teams of students from
the Ferrandi college, took over a veritable
cordon bleu restaurant to delight 150 guests
every day. Bar-side, a revisited bar menu was
concocted by Thierry Marx, with the EquipHotel
Religieuse in its 2016 version, designed and made by Benoît Castel.
Also on the BAR menu, the Drinks selection by Victor Delpierre.
// BAR OFF, by the Experimental Cocktail Club, rounded off each day at EquipHotel with
friendly and relaxed networking evenings.
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/ CAPSULES: these sources of inspiration and for decoding solutions highlighted 4 themes:
accessibility, sustainable development, working conditions and the spa. They offered business levers
for professionals, more than ever keeping a close eye on the well-being of a clientele with wideranging profiles.
// Senses ROOM by Francis van de Walle, with the assistance of Antonia Maggiar, Régis Botta and
Laurent Monestié, provided establishment owners with all the right reasons to adapt their
bedrooms and bathrooms to cater to a full range of disabilities without compromising on style and
elegance.
// Capsule SPA deployed a wide range of discussions and talks hosted by Isabelle Charrier, throughout
which professionals shared their vision and their best practices in hotel spas and wellness.
// The ERGO ROOM demonstrated how two often conflicting worlds can coexist: the customer’s
comfort and the room employee’s working conditions.
// Chambre ORIGINE by Delporte Hospitality placed at the heart of the room its 3 fundamental values
for a space which is energy efficient, revitalising and bio-sourced, without forgetting to add a
bathroom designed to pamper the guest.
/ SIGNATURE: this brand new space dedicated to fabric and furniture brands, hosted a handpicked
selection of 30 prestigious brands aimed at specifiers for the contract furnishing market. Design
trends highlighted by Stella Cadente.
/ Espace “T”: Transgourmet, the industry reference supplier for catering and hotel professionals,
brought its partners together in a food village, unveiling its new Espace T, featuring more than 85
exhibitor and more than 300 food brands. This year’s show revealed two key themes: Product
excellence and quality: fresh produce, sector initiatives, specifically highlighted producers and
breeders, the new Transgourmet Origine brand, a Premium offering, etc) and Avant-garde and
digital tech (services and solutions, Digital serving the catering trade).
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EH16, PREMIERES:
MEETINGS, PEOPLE, AND PREVIEWS

During 5 days, key figures from the political establishment visited the show to debate and exchange
with professionals and trade associations about their concerns and the challenges facing hospitality
and catering. These included Jean-François Martins - Paris Deputy Mayor, Sports and Tourism,
Martine Pinville - French Minister of State for Commerce, Small-Scale Industry, Consumer Affairs and
the Social and Solidarity Economy, former ministers Bruno Le Maire and Jean-François Copé, and the
chairman of Debout La France, Nicolas Dupont- Aignan.

/ The Assises Restau’Co were held at EquipHotel marking the 50th anniversary of the collective
catering network. This day was a moment to consider the future and the challenges faced by
collective catering. On this occasion, it was also announced that a new Meilleur Ouvrier de France title
was being created for collective catering.

/ For the first time, EquipHotel also hosted the Collective Catering Dinner, produced by the
French Navy. This provided an opportunity to bring together all the leading figures in collective
catering – whether directly managed or outsourced -, manufacturers of professional kitchen
equipment for collective catering, members of SYNEG and other leading suppliers to collective
organisations.
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WINNERS OF THE 2016 COMPETITIONS
LEAVING A MARK OF THEIR TALENT ON THE 2016 EVENT!
/ Chefs en Or Competition - Apprentices
An original and innovative contest, rooted in the values of tradition and excellence aimed at chefs
wishing to display their creativity, technique and competitive spirit. Chaired by Thierry Marx,
Executive Chef and Director of Food Service at the Mandarin Oriental, Paris.
1st Prize: Silvan Oswald (Switzerland) from the Hôtel & Gastro training by Weggis
2nd Prize: Mattias Birnbach (Austria)
3rd Prize: Margarita Suraikina (Russia), from the Tsaritsyno College of Management, Hospitality
and Information Technology, Moscow.

/ Chefs en Or Competition - Chefs
o 1st prize: Antoine Chuard (France), from Restaurant Briketenia, Guéthary
o 2nd prize: Christoph Hunziker (Switzerland), from Restaurant Schüpbarg-Beizli in
Schüpfen
o 3rd prize: Pavel Vasiliev (Russia), from Restaurant Monte-Cristo, Moscow
/ Trophée Masse
A highly technical contest, recognised by the profession and focussing on a single product, foie gras.
This 14th edition was chaired by an Italian judge, Renato Favaro, and the technical director, Alain
Le Cossec (Institut Paul Bocuse).
1st Prize: Kévin Pernette, from Le DIV’20, Montigny-sur-Loing
/ Cuisine en Joute
Organised by the association Générations Cuisines et Cultures. Students in the kitchen and the
restaurant did battle in 15-minute duels on themes provided in advance.
o 1st Prize: Lycée Hôtelier Georges Frêche – Montpellier
- Kitchen: Samir Mansour
- Lecturer: Bruno Roche
- Table service: Pauline Carasco
- Lecturer: Cyril Guarrigues
o 2nd Prise: Ecole de Souillac
o 3rd Prize: Voreppe
o Sustainable Development Award: Ecole Albert de Mun, Paris
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/ Trophée Delaveyne
Chaired by Stéphanie Le Quellec, head chef
at the Prince de Galles (Paris), this highflying cookery contest rewards the creativity
and professionalism of a chef.
1st prize: Sébastien Lefortier

/ Arcoroc- EquipHotel table service competition
Creativity, know-how and interpersonal skills, but also team spirit and transmission were the keys to
winning this table service competition which puts people first. The judging panel was chaired by Denis
Courtiade, Dining Room Director of the Alain Ducasse restaurant at the Plaza Athénée and Chairman
of the association O’Service.
Winner: Diane Blanch - Hôtel Le Bristol, Restaurant Epicure ***
/ Trophée René Lasserre
The Trophy, organised by the Association pour la Sauvegarde et la Promotion du Patrimoine des Arts
de la table et du service à la Française, (French table art and service association) was chaired by, Gil
Galasso, (Meilleur Ouvrier de France in Maître d'hôtel category and 2009 World Maître d'Hôtel
champion.). This year’s event was sponsored by Francis Attrazic, from the Association des Maîtres
Restaurateurs. It rewarded the presentation, skill and dexterity to shine a spotlight on service skills, in
particular carving.
o 1st prize: Antoine Desmoulins - Ecole ESH, Paris
o 2nd prize: Charlotte Siffert - Lycée hôtelier de Talence
o 3rd prize: Romain Devaux - CFA Saint Vincent de Paul, Pau
2 competitions devoted to collective catering – a first at EquipHotel.
// “Elles ont du Talent ! - La restauration collective au féminin”
Competition organised by Restau’Co in partnership with GOEES (a member of Restau’Co, the trade
association of social economy employers)
o Winners: the team from Poitiers CROUS with Marine Andrault and Laetitia Remazeilles
o 2nd place: the CCAS team with Valérie Arnaud and Sandrine Savy
o 3rd place: Saumur hospital, with Vanessa Aubourg and Natacha Jorion
// Gargantua - Paris Ile-de-France regional heats:
A reference competition which is the only one of its kind, organised by the Restau’Co network
o 1st place: Jacky Hemon – working at Restaurant GAM BNP Paribas, Nanterre (92)
o 2nd and 3rd places: Stéphane Grignon and Nabila Sellika working at Chinonais hospital
(Chinon) and at the Creteil CROUS (94)
o Hygiene Award: Ludovic Flejean working at the ADP CE at Roissy
o Commis Award: Romain Ben Ali
// 2016 French Flair Bartending Championship
o 1st place: Jeoffrey Verquin
o 2nd place: Sylvain Glatigny
o 3rd place: Nicolas Casas
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// Valo Resto Pro Awards – by Syneg and Ecologic
Best practices in collection and communication about end-of-life professional kitchens were
rewarded. From users to fitters, distributors, design offices and manufacturers, recycling is a concern
for everyone!
Winners: FROID 77, SOCAMEL Technologies and RESTAU’CO

HOSPITALITY AWARDS
/ Palmarès de l’Ameublement Français Contract 2016
Organised by Ameublement Français, this distinction paid tribute to the fitting and furnishing of
collective living spaces both indoors and outdoors. A single watchword: collaboration!
// Awards for the 2016 edition:
 Simonetti for OL Store - Stade des Lumieres OL, Lyon Corbas
 Rosello for Restaurant Le Dali - Hôtel Meurice, Paris
 Taillardat for Café Antonia - Hôtel Bristol, Paris
 Hasap for l’Hôtel Le Taos 4*, Tignes
 La Fabrique for Away Hostel, Lyon
 Sellerie du Pilat for Restaurant Katzami (S’il Vous Play), Lyon Ecully
 La Fabrique and Sellerie Du Pilat for Musée de l’Homme, Paris
 Simire, Siège Perrouin and Soca for Lycée des Mauges, Chollet Beaupréau
 Fermob for Bibliothèque de La Cité, Geneva
 Vitra et RBC for Club des Cents - Stade des Lumieres OL, Lyon Corbas
// Judges’ special awards for the 2016 edition:
 Philippe Hurel for The Mayfair Hotel 5*, Bar & restaurant, London
 Meubles Celio for Hôtel Abbaye des Capucins 4*, Montauban
 Ligne Roset Contract for Hôtel Vertigo 4*, Dijon
 Alki for Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale, Lausanne
 Fermob for Restaurant Mc Donald’s, Lyon
 Lito Production for “Altitude 3842” Boutique, Chamoni
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The essential event for innovation at
EH16

More than 350 innovations were declared this year by exhibitors – an incredible 150 more than in
2014!
The 8 winners of INNOV16 are:
/ Fittings and Renovation: COLLECTION XLIGHT PREMIUM by PORCELANOSA
/ Tableware: MOOD by CHRISTOFLE
/ Interior design, Lighting, Furniture (indoor and outdoor): ELECTRICITY-CONDUCTING
PLASTERBOARD by PIXLUM
/ Kitchen Equipment, Hot Drinks and Bar: E2S SPEED COOKING OVEN by ENODIS FRANCE
/ Hygiene and Cleaning, Linen and Professional textiles: KITCHEN JACKET STD NORVIL SUTRAN
DRILOOK TECHNOLOGY by NORVIL
/ Food products, Drinks: BOILED EGG by de D’AUCY FOODSERVICE
/ Spa, Bathroom: SHOWERCAPSULES by SKINJAY
/ Technologies: LESS WASTE IN RESTAURANT by BETTERFLY TOURISM

/ Lauriers Ecorismo: highlighting sustainable development
Ecorismo carried out a “sustainable development” selection of the best innovations entered in the
INNOV16 competition. The Ecorismo label was awarded to green products and services provided by
EquipHotel exhibitors who make a commitment to sustainable development and develop solutions to
protect the environment or improve working conditions, accessibility or safety.
The 21 Lauriers Ecorismo in 2016 are awarded to:
/ ALKI
/ BETTERFLY TOURISM
/ CEPOVETT
/ CONVERGENCE-BIZ
/ EGE TAEPPER
/ ELECTRO CALORIQUE
/ ENODIS
/ FORESTIER
/ GRANULDISK
/ HD FRAGRANCES
/ HISLE

/ HOBART
/ LCDL
/ LGD01
/ LOOKNPHIL
/ MANUSEC
/ OTIS
/ PHYTOMER
/ RIEBER
/ SOLINEST
/ VASTA INTERNATIONAL
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WHAT EH16 EXHIBITORS SAY…

/ HABA FRANCE
“We are delighted with this edition which allowed us to meet customers with projects and also a
strong international contingent, as we met people from 27 different countries! EH brought us into
contact with a very wide range of client: from gites and architects to international buyers from major
hotel brands.” Anne-Marie Fort, Commercial Director
/ STUDIO DES COLLECTIONS
“This was our first participation as an exhibitor and it was highly successful. The EH experience has
delivered on its promise, as we met visitors with tangible projects, a wide-ranging audience spanning
from interior designers to a high demand for the fitting out of seminar rooms.” Gérard Thomas, CEO
/ VINCENT SHEPPARD
“We were in the Signature space, which was a very good concept that enabled us to meet a large
number of high-quality specifiers and project owners and to set up appointments with our customers.”
Pascal Bouckaert, Export Manager
/ ENODIS
“EquipHotel was a very, very successful show, with a lot of contacts made with design offices. For us
it was an opportunity to highlight all of our innovations in operation and in a single venue in Paris,
which is more accessible. We met our sales objectives!” Philippe Houpert, Commercial Director
/ WISMER
“This excellent edition of EquipHotel 2016 was the best we have had since we first started exhibiting
at the show 20 years ago. We came away with 250 new contacts, including 20 from export markets. It
was also a chance to see our customers again who came from all four corners of France. Our only
disappointment is that the show didn’t last longer.” Jean-Jacques and Anne Wismer, President
/ ART & SOUND
“EquipHotel is our first trade show. Thanks to Innov16, we saw a lot of visitors on our stand. This
first edition for us is very positive and will undoubtedly help us to penetrate the French market. We
will definitely be showing again in 2018!” André-Guy Baumann, CEO
/ ELIOPHOT
“We have been taking part in EquipHotel since the show was created. The 2016 was very positive
and we received a lot of visits to our stand.
EquipHotel gives new impetus to our business. EquipHotel is also a festive show!” Marc Bergère,
Managing Director
/ TRANSAXIO HOTELLERIE (Deloitte group)
“Excellent edition, we have already booked for 2018!” Guy Boulo, Associate Director
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EQUIPHOTEL: from 11 to 15 November 2018, Paris, Porte de Versailles
EquipHotel at a glance
The EquipHotel trade show is organised by Reed Exhibitions, the leading trade show organiser.
Its portfolio of major hospitality industry events includes: EquipHotel Paris, Marocotel by
EquipHotel, Marrakech Hospitality Style, Parizza, Sandwich & Snack Show, Japan Food Show,
Vending Paris. Combined, these shows attract more than 2,500 exhibitors and more than
200,000 visitors.
www.equiphotel.com

A propos de REED EXPOSITIONS - www.reedexpo.fr
Present in 20 industry sectors, with 52 leading events – including Batimat, EquipHotel, IFTM-Top Résa,
Expoprotection, Pollutec, Midest, SITL, Maison & Objet*, Fiac, Paris Photo, Nautic – and 51 websites, Reed
Expositions delivers contacts, content and communities with the power to transform our customers’
business. More than 24,400 companies and 1.58 million buyers, from France and abroad attend our
events.Reed Expositions is a member of the Reed Exhibitions Group, the world’s leading events organiser
and a leader in the French market with more than 60 events and 2 subsidiaries, Reed Expositions France
and Reed Midem.
*Organised by SAFI, a subsidiary of Reed Expositions and Ateliers d’Art de France

Contact :
international.equiphotel@reedexpo.fr
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